
The best passive baluns have a maximum transmission range of around 200m 
without too much image degradation. Anything above 200m and the image 
quality could begin to suffer.

For cable runs over 200m a lot of installers use active baluns to boost the signal 
at the camera and DVR end. When using active baluns at both ends of the 
installation, images can be transmitted over thousands of meters.

The problem with using active baluns at both ends is that the installation takes 
more time, more space and costs more money. As active baluns tend to be larger 
than passive baluns extra space is needed at the camera end to house the balun. 
Extra cable also has to be installed to power the balun added.

However there is a third option. By using a passive balun at one end and an 
active at the other images can be transmitted anywhere up to 1000m. When 
using an active balun the camera’s image is amplified on route to the DVR. As 
active baluns are more expensive most installer have one active receiver at the 
DVR end and multiple passive baluns at the cameras.

The diagram below shows a typical installation pairing a passive balun with an 
active receiver.
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Tip No:

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or 
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Question:  How can I pair passive and active baluns to 
extend my CCTV transmission?
Answer: Passive baluns have a transmission range of around 200m. For longer cable runs, active baluns 
boost the signal but this is costly, however using a passive & active balun can transmit images up to 1000m.
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